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1. Introduction. Despite the simple dynamical structure of
scalar ordinary differential equations., the corresponding difference
equations. (Euler’s scheme) sometimes exhibit a very complicated dy-
namical behavior. Such phenomena have recently been understood
somewhat systematically from the viewpoint of "chaos" theory, which
is in course of powerful development since the work of Li-Yorke [1].
In this short note we shall make clear the importance of the role which
asymptotically stable equilibrium points play in the process of chaotic
phenomena. In other words., it will be shown that a best-settled equi-
librium point in the original differential equation is actually apt to
turn into a source of chaos in the corresponding difference equation.

Our research here was inspired by R. M. May’s example of du
dt

=u(-hu).
2, Notation and theorem, Let us consider scalar differential

equations of the orm
( 1 ) du f(u),

dt
where f(u) is continuous in R. We assume that (1) has at least two
equilibrium points one o which is asymptotically stable. As is easily
seen, this assumption reduces (after a linear transformation of the
unknown i necessary) to the conditions
( * ) f(O) f() 0 for some > O,
( * ) f(u)>O (O<u<u),
( * ) f(u)<O
Here the constant K is possibly + c. Euler’s difference scheme for
(1) takes the form
( 2 ) Xn+=X+lt’f(x),
and henceforth we will adopt the notation Ft(x)=x+zltf(x). Our
theorem can now be stated as follows"

Theorem, i) Let (*) hold. Then there exists a positive constant
c such that for any At c the difference equation (2) is chaotic in the
sense of Li-Yorke.

ii) Suppose in addition that K= + oo then there exists another


